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Introduction:
The United States Forest Service (USFS) has developed the 2011 Tree Canopy dataset as part of
the National Land Cover Database. Tree canopy cover (TCC) is the measure of proportionate
area covered by the vertical components of tree crowns (Jennings, Brown, & Sheil, 1999). This
measure of density influences a broad range of processes, applicable to forest ecology and
management including fire, hydrology, nutrient cycling, and local and global climate.
Objectives: We explore two research questions with respect to the modeling of percent TCC.
First, we ask, Do models trained with only variables derived from NDVI and SWIR time-series
perform better than the equivalent multi-date composite variables? Second, we ask Can
time-series derived variables improve the performance of TCC models estimated with both
multi-date composite variables and terrain data? To answer these questions, we have
estimated models of TCC using combinations of variables from multi-date Landsat composites
and terrain data, (which include SWIR and NDVI as well as additional composite variables) in
accordance with the procedure for the 2011 product, and compared them to those that
include time series-derived metrics to determine how if these data can extract patterns of
seasonal change in the landscape and if those patterns impact TCC estimation.
Study Area and Data: In this pilot study, two regions were selected for modeling. The Western
study area is comprised of three adjacent Landsat path/rows in southern Oregon, and the
Southern study area is comprised of three adjacent Landsat
path/rows spanning South Carolina and Georgia. For this
poster, we focus on the Southern study area.
Training data were collected by experts using photo
interpretation. Interpreters would determine the presence
or absence of canopy in points along a dot grid over high
resolution NAIP imagery. Those interpretations would
then be converted to
percent tree canopy
cover at a stand location.

Figure 1: Southern study area
with NLCD (2011) land cover

Figure 2: Photo
interpretation plot from
Toney, et al (2010)

Methods:
Time series analysis with harmonic regression: In order to yield information about cyclical fluctuations in reflectance
from tree canopy we incorporated data from time series of Short Wave Infrared (1 and 2) from Landsat, as well as
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI). These image bands were stacked in chronological order and values for
each date in a stack were extracted to a vector by pixel location. For each vector, an harmonic regression equation was
estimated describing the shape of the curve during a training period before the date of the response data.

Modeling TCC with Random Forests: Four random forest models were estimated to predict TCC at
Time 1 and Time 2. The first model, referred to as the ‘Full’ model, was provided with the same
multi-date composite variables used in the 2011 TCC product, as well as the harmonic regression
coefficients, the second model was provided only the multi-date composite and terrain variables, the
third model was provided with the harmonic coefficients from the NDVI and SWIR time-series, and
the forth model was provided only the NDVI and SWIR data from the multi-date composite variables.
The model statistics were derived from a series of models performed using 500 independent
bootstrapped samples of the training data. The R2 value for each model was calculated, and all of
these were averaged together to get the provided statistics and evaluate the comparative
performance of the different models.
Results and Discussion: Question 1 - Models estimated with NDVI and SWIR time series variables
alone outperformed the models estimated with NDVI and SWIR composite variables, with an average
increased Pseudo R2 of 8% in the South and 5% in the West. Likewise, RMSE values were lower for
the time series model in both regions as well.
Question 2 - In both the Time 1 and Time 2 models, the Full model combining multi-date composites
and terrain data with time-series variables
performed the best, followed by the models
using the time-series variables alone, with
improvement in Pseudo R2 averaging 5% in the
South and 1.5% in the West. RMSE was also
lower in the Full model for both regions.
We conclude that models of TCC, estimated
using time-series NDVI and SWIR variables
out-perform models estimated with multidate composite data. This indicates that time
series data can provide information that
composites canoe. Further, we conclude that
Figure 4: Time Series
the inclusion of these variables also improve
model for Time 1, with
models with numerous composite variables
subset
and terrain
data.
Figure 5: Results;
RMSE (left) and
Pseudo R2 (right)
for selected
models.
Below: Subset
model results for
selected models.
(Time 1 maps
shown).

Figure 3: Harmonic Regression Coefficient Estimation from Landsat Pixel Time-Series
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